
Unit II (Metal Cutting) (Production Planning) 

How to optimize economically of metal Machining?  
Introduction

The primary aim for any manufacture is to produce product of high quality with reduced
machining time and cost in order to sustain in this competitive machining industries. Traditional
machining operations cover a wide range of processes. Today's hardened high-surface steel
parts are becoming increasingly important in many engineering applications because of the
increasing challenge along with necessity and use of high precision parts to acquire critical
performances and due to their excellent essential qualities (high indentation resistance, high
value of hardness-to-modulus of elasticity ratio, and low ductility with high abrasiveness) and in
particular, these are truly hard-to-cut materials [1]. Traditional method of machining hardened
steels involves an expensive and time-consuming technological chain of operations. In this
way, machining operations need to continually adopt newer, more efficient, and cost-effective
manufacturing approaches to assess the machining of difficult as well as hard-to-cut materials.
In recent past, hard turning has emerged as solution to overcome these problems of traditional
machining operations. Hard turning is a machining process to machine material having
hardness value greater than 45 HRC which presents embryonic benefits as well as interests
in preference to conventional cylindrical grinding; (1) by without losing the product quality in
connection with more flexible, less expensive, and more eco-friendly production, and (2) by
employing appropriate and very hard futuristic tool materials under critical machining condition.
The advantages of hard turning lead to substantial shortening of the traditional technological
chain (forming, annealing, rough turning, heat treatment, and finish grinding). In particular, the
hard turning process offers greater process flexibility, reduction of manufacturing cycles and
production costs, decrease of setup time and energy consumption, achievement of improved
surface integrity and productivity, elimination of hazard cutting fluid by environment friendly
finish dry cutting has made this a preferred choice over grinding in many applications from
economical and ecological point of views [2,3]. Figure 1 illustrates the economic benefits of
production process of hardened steel components, when the process is changing from grinding
to hard turning.

Hard turning was developed in early 1980s. Machining of hardened steel by hard turning
was earlier used in automotive industries for manufacturing of transmission components.
Because of wear resistance and improved strength of hardened steel, it has a huge demand in
gear-shafts, bearings, machine tools, camshafts, punch, and die manufacturing [5]. Tools that are
commonly used in hard turning are cubic boron nitride (CBN), PCBN, ceramics, and carbides. A
lot of research work has been done on hard turning suggests that under suitable condition, hard
turning can produce components with great dimensional accuracy and better surface finish. In
terms of performance, properly configured machine tool can produce a hard-turned part with
a surface finish of 0.4 μm, diameter tolerance of ±3–7 μm, and size control of the range of 2–5
μm [6]. Since hard turning is usually performed dry, i.e. without the use of any coolant, it not only
reduces the cost of production but also reduces environmental pollution [7]. Also, machining
center used in hard turning consumes less electricity when compared with grinding machine,
hence reducing the cost of production. In hard turning, chips can easily be recycled, whereas in
grinding operation, the sludge produced needs a costly separation process. Material removal
rate is 4–6 times higher in hard turning when compared with grinding process, also there is
reduction in the machining time to about 60% in this process [8] and especially, if hard turning
could be applied to the manufacture of complex parts, manufacturing costs could be reduced by
up to 30%, as mentioned by Huang et al.



Selection of Cutting Conditions

• Selection of cutting speed, or cutting speed and feed can be made using unconstrained 
or constrained mathematical optimization 
methods.

• Optimization is based on time, cost, or profit 
rate criteria.
Optimization Criteria
• Commonly employed optimization criteria (objectives) are:

– Max. production rate or min. production time: aims to maximize number of parts produced in a
unit time interval or minimizes the time per unit part. Neglects cost and/or profit.

3– Min. production cost: aims to determine the least production cost. Coincides with max. profit
rate criterion for constant unit revenue. Ignores time constraints.

• Usually one of the two criteria is used. Sometimes both criteria are used simultaneously.
Decision Variables
• Depth of cut (d)

• Feed (f)

• Cutting speed (V)
Decision Variables
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4Depth of cut usually decided based on part 
geometry and material to be removed and 
can be assumed constant. 

Definitions 

• Unit production time, t (min/pt): time to manufacture 
a unit of the product.
t = tp + tm + tr
Where,
tp = setup time (min/pt); includes time needed to load/unload parts into machine, tool setup
time, etc.
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tm = machining time (min/pt)

tr = total tool replacement time (min/pt) = tc(tm/T)
tc = time needed to replace a worn cutting edge with a new one 
(min/edge)
T = tool life (min)
• Production rate = (1/t)

Definitions (2)
• Unit production cost, u ($/pt): cost to manufacture a unit of the 
product.
u = uo + um + ut = kotp + (ko + km) tm + [kt + kotc] (tm/T)
Where,
uo = capacity utilization cost ($/pt); includes machine cost, labor cost, 
overhead etc. = kot = ko[tp + tm + t (t /T)]
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overhead etc. = kot = ko[tp + tm + tc(tm/T)]ko = machine utilization rate ($/min)
um = machining cost (associated with actual machining time); includes cost 
of electricity, cutting fluids etc. = km tm
km = machining overhead ($/min)
ut = tool utilization cost; includes cost of cutting tool, tool resharpening, etc. 

= kt (tm/T)
kt = cost per cutting edge ($/edge)
Unconstrained Optimization (1)
• Basic problem formulation: Find cutting speed 
V that optimizes (Minimizes or Maximizes) Z, where Z = appropriate optimization criterion.

• In order to solve this problem, the objective 
7 function Z should be expressed in terms of 

V. 
Feed and depth of cut are assumed to be fixed.

• Note that only tool life 
T and the machining time tm are functions of V.

Unconstrained Optimization Example 
(1)
• Given:
– Taylor tool life equation VT0.23 = 430, V (m/min)
– Machining (turning) parameters



• Depth of cut, 
d = 1.00 mm
• Feed, 
f = 0.2 mm/rev
– Workpiece geometry
13
• Workpiece diameter, 
D = 50 mm
• Workpiece length, 
L = 200 mm
– Time parameters
• Setup time, 
tp = 0.75 min/pt
• Tool replacement time, 
tc = 1.5 min/edge
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